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14,00 – 16,00
Registration

16,00 – 18,00
Opening and Keynote Lecture
(Room 143)

Introductory Words
And Welcome

Emilio Cocco
Conference organiser, University of Zadar

Ante Uglešić
Rector of the University of Zadar

Sasa Bossic
President of the Croatian Sociological Association and Head of the Department of Sociology, University of Zadar

Keynote Lecture

Luigi Pellizzoni
University of Trieste
A critical view of environmental commons

19,00 – 20,00
Welcome drinks
Saturday 28 September

9,30 – 11,00
PLENARY SESSION (ROOM 143)
Chair: EMILIO COCCO
University of Zadar

ASTERIO SAVELLI
University of Bologna
Tourism between the land and the sea. Social and cultural changes of meaning

MICHAL VAŠEČKA
Masaryk University Brno
How can you live so far away from the sea? Implications of the non-existence of sea for Slovakia and Slovaks

ARKADIUSZ KOLODZIEJ
University of Szczecin
Sailors in a multicultural environment

11,00 – 11,30
COFFEE BREAK

11,30 – 13,00
PARALLEL SESSIONS

SESSION 2 (ROOM 143):
Cities and the sea
Chair: ŠASA BOŽIĆ
University of Zadar

GILDA CATALANO
University of Calabria
The sea language. Horizons and waves shaping the cities at sea

JAN ASMUSSEN
Christian-Albrechts-University Kiel
Maritime identities in Western Baltic and Eastern Mediterranean port cities

ROBERT BARTLOMIEJSKI
University of Szczecin
Fisheries local action groups as key for the spatial change and revitalization of small port cities in Poland

SESSION 3 (ROOM 121):
Sustainable tourism
Chair:ASTERIO SAVELLI
University of Bologna

HRVOJE CARIĆ
Institute for Tourism, Zagreb
Tourism at sea – the new frontier of (un)sustainability

GABRIELE MANELLA
University of Bologna
Exchange and competition: coastal and inter-coastal dimension in the Adriatic region

SHIN-OCK CHANG
Jeju National University
A touristic transformation of a fishing community in Jeju island (South Korea): a preliminary analysis

13,00 – 15,00
LUNCH BREAK
15.00 – 16.30
PARALLEL SESSIONS

SESSION 4 (ROOM 143):

Fisheries and shipping
Chair: MYKHAYLO DUBROVSKYY
National Maritime University of Odessa

MANASI DUTT
Cardiff University
Characteristics of the shipping industry that influence seafarers’ responses to ill-treatment onboard ships

SANJA BAUK
University of Montenegro
Working on maritime education contemporariness: some experiences from Montenegro

SARAH AGNELA SIMONS
Cardiff University
Seafarers fear of maritime piracy. Repeat victimization in the global political economy

GIACOMO ORSINI
University of Essex
European fisheries at the edge. The cases of the two small-scale artisanal fishing communities of the islands of Lampedusa and Fuerteventura

15.00 – 16.30
SESSION 5 (ROOM 121):

Culture, society and the sea
Chair: MICHAL VAŠEČKA
University of Bratislava

JESSIKA STRACK
Kassel University
Man & Sea: Classical metaphors of exclusion as well as inexplicability – a relation including charismatic potential

ŽELJKO HEIMER
Croatian Heraldic and Vexillological Association
Maritime flags – convention, identity, vanity

BORUT KLABJAN
University of Primorska
“Adriatic solidarity” – panslavism and slavic solidarity on the shores of the Adriatic sea in the first half of the 20th century

VESNA IVEZIĆ
University of Zagreb
Social and historical significance of the salt in the Mediterranean

16.30 – 17.30
POSTER PRESENTATIONS AND COFFEE BREAK

ENI BULJUBAŠIĆ
University of Split
Mediterranean, women and their representation in modern klapa discourse

KRISTINA MIOČIĆ
University of Zadar
Nostromisms in Croatian maritime terminology

ŽELJKA TONKOVIĆ
Institute for Social Research, Zagreb
Sustainable development in island communities: the example of Postira

17.30 – 19.00
KEYNOTE LECTURE (ROOM 143)

PAMELA BALLINGER
University of Michigan
Adrift on the sea of theory? Anchoring sociology in the lived seascape
Sunday 29 September

09:30 – 11:00
SESSION 6 (ROOM 143)

Ecology and maritime environment
Chair: ŽELJKA TONKOVIĆ
University of Zadar

TAIDA GARIBOVIĆ
Eko-Zadar, nongovernmental ecological organization
Effects of coastal development on habitat structure, biodiversity and water quality in the Novigrad Sea, Croatia

JADRANKA PELIKAN
University of Zadar
Under the blue carpet

MILI RAZOVIĆ
University of Zadar
The ecology and beach management in a tourist destination

11:00 – 11:30
COFFEE BREAK

11,30 – 13:00
SESSION 7 (ROOM 143)

Island communities
Chair: SANJA BAUK
University of Montenegro

SANJA KLEMPIĆ BOGADI,
SONJA PODGORELEC
Institute for Migration and Ethnic Studies, Zagreb
“We are all immigrants from somewhere…” – openness of the island communities to outsiders

NIKICA GARDIJAN
University of Zadar
Some sociological aspects of the digital divide in the Zadar County (island inhabitants and civil society)

VESNA KRPINA
Hrvatske šume
Nature and tourism in the Zadar County area

13:00 – 15:00
LUNCH BREAK

15:00 – 16:30
CLOSING SESSION (ROOM 143)

Moderator: EMILIO COCCO
Conference organiser
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session chairs
UNDER THE AUSPICES OF
European Sociological Association (Research Stream “Maritime Sociology”)
Croatian Sociological Association
Italian Sociological Association (Section “Environment and Territory”)
Mediterranean Association of Sociology of Tourism
Central European Initiative (CEI)
Adriatic-Ionian Initiative (AII)